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outputs and frequency- synchronous alternators GSI and
GSII , connected in series (fig.1).
Trough the change of the speed and excitation currents
of the two sources is ensures the frequencies fI, fII and the
voltages UI, UII for the right values used for the tests.
The voltage has a periodic variation with frequency f
which allows decomposition in harmonic series and analysis of the phenomena. From the point of view of the deforming regime [2-5], [7], [16] the essential problem is to
analyze the current and voltage waveforms associated to
the motor power, highlighting major harmonics and harmonic analysis of factors known.

Abstract - The performances and heating of asynchronous
motor are established to nominal load into a testing laboratory. Only in this way can be created real life working conditions, but there are also two big disadvantages: the need of
applying a mechanical load to the shaft and the big energy
consumption. Heating testing using this method is expensive
and long lasting. That is why Ytterberg proposes a new
method of heating test, the method of two frequencies, a synthetic form of charging. In this case, the asynchronous motor
that is tested is not mechanically coupled, is powered from a
network composed by a two different source of voltage and
frequency which are electrically in series. Starting from machine parameters, trough numerical calculations, in the paper is established the correlation of frequency and voltage of
the two sources to obtain current and the same losses as the
nominal regime when the motors operates without load. The
speed of asynchronous machine oscillates around the synchronism speed, the power is changing very often the sign
because and as result also the functioning regime as motor or
alternator. Trough this periodical change it creates the artificial load. Particular simulation cases are showing the internal behavior, electrical and magnetic loads to which the machine is submitted. All this reasons justified very well by
simulations, are showing that we are in presence of an important distortion regime.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the method of two frequencies.
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For this study is considered the asynchronous motor
equations, written in complex and the T equivalent circuit,
from which is resulting the impedance and current as a
measure of the answer. In the case of the asynchronous
machine which is tested (fig. 1), the feeding voltage is
harmonic:

I. INTRODUCTION
The performance of asynchronous machine can be obtained by applying the direct method, when the machine is
loaded trough the shaft at nominal torque, same as in real
function conditions. During this test there are performed
several determinations, including heating test of the machine. It is very important that the heating test is done on
a test bench. As a result is becoming more advantageous
to use a simpler method of heating testing the two frequency method designed by A. Ytterberg [7], [9].
Using this method at testing asynchronous machines
has the following advantages against the known standard
methods: it is applicable for all range of machines, including the vertical ones, it is applicable for all range of powers, doesn’t require shaft coupling with another machine.

u=

2 U 1 sin( Z 1 t + D 1 ) 

2 U 2 sin( Z 2 t + D 2 ) (1)

Using numerical methods of decomposition voltage
harmonic form is obtained:
f

u=

¦

2 U k sin(kZt + D k )

(2)

k 1

FREQUENCIES

Further using various programming environments (Matlab, Mathcad, etc..) which make complex calculations
sizes, can be determined for each k harmonic voltage, the
current response size:
(3)
I k = c + jd = I k ( cos M k + j sin M k )

The asynchronous motor which is tested MAS is not
mechanical coupled, which represents a big advantage.
The machine is powered from two sources with different

Considering unsaturated machine and applying the
principle of superposition, the final value of the current
results:

II. DEFORMING REGIME FOR THE METHOD OF TWO
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f

i=

¦

2 I k sin(kZt + D k  M k )

(4)

k 1

The size of the load, therefore the machine load is given
by sliding s.
III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
For example we took in consideration an low-power
three-phase asynchronous motor with short circuit rotor
with the following nominal parameters PN = 1.1 kW rated
power, UN = 380 V rated voltage; I1N = 2.75 A-rated current, n1 = 1500 r.p.m., speed synchronism, MN = 7425 Nm
nominal torque, sN = 3.7% nominal slip.
At nominal load P2= 1.1 kW, P1= 1.288 kW, Q1= 1.275
kVAR, S= 1.813 kVA, sN= 3.7%, nN= 1444 r.p.m.,
pCu1=82.6 W, pCu2= 43.2 W, pFepr= 36.98 W, pFesup= 0.56
W, pm+v= 24.7 W, pFes= 0.55 W, 6p= 188.3 W. In no load
regime has resulted: P2= 0, P1= 6p0= 76.4 W, pm+v= 24.7
W, s0= 0.5%, n0= 1492 r.p.m., M0= 0.165 Nm. Sample
heating by the method of two frequencies, means engine
power from two different sources of voltages and frequencies (fig. 1).

c)

d)
Fig. 2. Voltage curves: a) at the terminal of the two sources ; b) at the
terminals of the motor ; c) the harmonic spectrum ;d) harmonic spectrum.

A. Case I
The main source is the generator GSI which is generating the voltage and base frequency UI= 220 V and fI= 50
Hz (figure 2.a). A study will be presented bellow to get
the same losses as the nominal regime, resulting the auxiliary source GSII UII= 73V, fII= 45 Hz (figure 2.a).
By connecting in series two sources will result in a
voltage oscillator actual value U = 231.8 V (fig. 2.b), so
one size harmonic with period T = 0.2 s and frequency f =
5 Hz, (figure 2.c). Using numerical methods obtain the
second harmonic U9 = 73 V, f9 = 95= 45 Hz and U10= 220
V, f10=105= 50 Hz (fig. 2.d).

The mechanical characteristics corresponding to the
two voltage values and different frequencies are shown in
fig. 3.a noted with M1 and M2. Considering rotor speed as
variable, results sI and sII in the two speed fields nI and nII
existing simultaneously in the machine. M3 in the notations of the mechanical characteristics correspondent to
the rotor speed n and voltage UII and M=M1+M3 is the
final characteristic. Adequate to losses torque M0= 0.165
Nm, from the motor characteristics represents din figure
3.b (shifted to the right) it result slid s00= 3.0% and speed
n00= 1455 r.p.m. Motor speed at no load regime is imposed by the main source and at the same time the large
inertia of the rotor creates small oscillation.

a)
a)

b)
Fig. 3. Curves of the electromagnetic torques that appear in the machine:
a) M1, M2 -created by the voltage UI, UII, M3 – torque compared to motors speed , M– resulting torque; b) detail about identifying sliding on
mechanical result characteristics.

b)
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Correspondent to no load function regime n00= 1455
r.p.m. is calculated the slid appropriate to the two fields s0I
and s0II. Knowing the machine parameters R1, R’2, X1,
X’2, X1m (calculated for a frequency f1= 50 Hz) and the
sliding s0I and s0II obtained using the relations from the
technical literature is determined the appropriate impedance for harmonic 9 and 10.
The results of the calculate current and phase voltage
from the first source (fig. 4.a) are I1= 2.237 A, M1 = 43.5o,
respectively to the second source (fig. 4.b), I2= 1.617 A,
M2 = 137.1o.
The current from the motor (fig. 4.c, fig. 5.a) is obtained by graphical adding the two currents. The effective
value of the current is Ief= 2.757 A the same as the nominal current of the motor. The current curve is represented
in fig. 5.b and the harmonic spectrum in fig.5.c.

a)

b)

a)

c)
Fig. 5. Current curve at no load regime: a) at motor terminals; b) for a
period; c) harmonic spectrum.

b)

a)

c)
Fig. 4. Voltage and current curves at no load regime: a) at the terminal of
GSI source ; b) at the terminal of GSII source; c) at terminal motor for one
period.

b)
Fig 6. The air-gap flux density curves: a) due to the two sources and the
resultant curve; b) harmonic spectrum waveform.
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Using numerical and graphic methods for represents the
magnetic fields [1], [6], [8-14], in fig. 6.a it was represented the distribution curves of the air-gap flux density
on a pair of poles, when the machine is powered from the
mains Bs1, from secondary source Bs2 and the resultant
curve B.
Harmonic analysis of magnetic field (fig. 6.b) shows
that we have a fundamental harmonic and higher harmonics negligible importance. Note that the shape of the distribution curve is preserved, but the amplitude of the magnetic flux density changes periodically with the frequency
f = 5 Hz, as evidenced in fig. 7.a and 7.b. These large oscillations of the magnetic (Bmax= 0.802 T and Bmin= 0.52
T), means large oscillations of the electromagnetic torque
and the speed diminished.

B. Case II
The main source remains the GSI generator that provides voltage and core frequency, UI= 220 V, fI= 50 Hz,
and the auxiliary source GSII will have UII= 185 V, fII=
47.5 Hz. Is resulting an oscillating voltage effective value
U = 290.8 V (fig. 8), so one size harmonic with period T =
0.4 s and frequency f = 2.5 Hz.

Fig 8. The curve of voltage at the terminals of the machine.

Following the above milestones, we resulting mechanical characteristics corresponding to the two different voltage and frequency values (fig. 9) noted with M1 and M2.
With M3 was noted the mechanical characteristic and rotor
speed and voltage UII, and with M=M1+M3 resultant feature. Suitable torque M0= 0.165 Nm, loss of characteristic
engine result we slip s00= 2.4%, so the speed n00= 1465
r.p.m

a)

Fig.9. Electromagnetic torques curves appearing in the machine: M1, M2,
the data voltage and UI, UII, M3 -torque rotor speed relative to M-torque
results.

b)
Fig.7. Phasor locus curve of magnetic induction B=f(Zt): a) for
Zt=(0y10*360o); b) detail.

In Table no. I is listed, for comparison, the losses calculated for nominal load and the corresponding values obtained by the two frequencies method. From the results we
see how the method of two frequencies the common iron
core losses increase by 1.02% and total losses increase by
4.34%. As a result, the proposed method will obtained
slightly higher temperatures in iron and stator winding.

Fig 10. Current curve for the machine functioning with no load.

Table no. I
pCu
n0
(r.p.m.) {W)
Test method
Nominal Load
1444
123,6
The method of the 1455
123,7
two frequencies
Losses

pFepr
{W)
36,9
38,5

pFes
{W)
0,56
0,56

Correspondent for no load speed regime n00= 1465
r.p.m. we recalculate corresponding slides s0I and s0II, in
booth fields and determine the corresponding harmonic
impedances 18 and 20.

pm+v
6p
{W) {W)
17,8 178,86
18,1 181,86
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tant feature. Corresponding to torque losses M0= 0.165
Nm, from machine characteristic we obtain the slip s00=
1.3%, so the speed is n00=1481 r.p.m.

We calculate the current and phase shift against voltage
for first source I1= 1.97 A, M1= 47.5o, respectively for second source I2= 1.87 A, M2 = 129.1o.
Current in the motor (fig. 10) is obtained by adding
graphics currents from the two sources. The resultant current in the motor (fig. 10) is obtained by adding graphics
currents from the two sources. The effective value of the
current is Ief=2.753 A, same with the rated motor current.

Fig. 13. Electromagnetic torques curves appearing in machine: M1, M2 –
resulting on voltages UI, UII, and M3 – the torque relative to rotor
speed, M-resultant torque.

Corresponding to idling speed with no load n00= 1481
r.p.m. we calculate s0I and s0II, corresponding slides in the
two fields, and determine the appropriate impedances
harmonics 5 and 6.
We calculate current and phase shift against the voltage
from the first source I1= 1.57 A, M1= 60.1o, respectively
second source I2= 2.25 A, M2 = 125.6o. Current in the motor (fig. 14) is obtained by adding graphics currents from
the two sources. Effective current value is Ief= 2.746 A,
very close to the rated motor current.

Fig. 11. Phasor locus curve of magnetic induction B=f(Zt) for
Zt=(0y10*360o).

Looking at figure 11 we see that in this case we have
much larger oscillations of the magnetic field (Bmax=
1.092T and Bmin= 0.721 T), the iron core losses increase
by 14% and total to 4.8%. As a result, speed oscillations
are increased, clearly the situation is more unfavorable
than for case I.
C. Case III
The source still remains GSI generator that provides
voltage and core frequency, UI= 220 V, fI= 50 Hz, and the
auxiliary GSII will have UII= 58 V, fII= 42.5 Hz. Is resulting an oscillating voltage effective value U= 233.2 V (fig.
12), so one size harmonic with period T= 0.12 s and frequency f= 8.33 Hz.

Fig. 14. Current curve- for no load regime of the machine.

Fig. 12. The curve of voltage at the terminals of the machine.

We follow the steps in the I case, and are resulting mechanical characteristics corresponding to the two different
voltage and frequency values (fig. 13) noted by M1 and
M2. We note with M3, proper mechanical characteristic of
rotor speed n and voltage UII, and with M=M1+M3 resul-

Fig. 15. Phasor locus curve of magnetic induction B=f(Zt) for
Zt=(0y10*360o).
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We can note that in this case we have much smaller oscillations of the magnetic field (Bmax= 0.796T and Bmin=
0.528 T), as a result the iron core losses increase by 3.6%
and 1.1% total.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
A big difference between supply voltage frequencies,
means losses corresponding to nominal regime, causing
oscillations, so instability in the functioning of the group
of machines.
If the frequencies are close, there are large oscillations
of current and magnetic field resulting from machine
thus increasing iron losses that may influence heating of
the machine.
The first method presented can establish the correct
voltage and frequency of the auxiliary source for resultant
losses in the machine, close to the nominal regime. In this
way the synthetic sample heating can become conclusive.
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